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CASTELS OF EXILLA ◆ The Legend of Tarnished Estates On the fringes of a countryside ruled by an oppressive kingdom, you are the son of the disgraced ruler of Estates Exilla. With a land divided between the two factions of Morlath and Reginald, the time has come to recover your ancestral Estates. ■ Progress Story ◆ FEATURE Castels of Exilla The game of fantasy RPG
with action elements. CASTELS OF EXILLA is a unique fantasy RPG with action elements. Enter into the world of Estates, a land divided by the two factions of the Kingdom of Morlath and the Kingdom of Reginald. With a land divided between the two factions, the time has come to control your own estates. ◆ Skill Castles, the Strength of Castle-Dwellers To control Estates,
you will need to defeat Castle-Dwellers of the opposing faction. Believe in yourself and rise to the top! Away from the four corners of the four domains in Estates, powerful Castle-Dwellers roam freely. Their purpose is to defend their domain. They perform feats when performing a perfect hit. The decision to progress is always yours. Strong, Smart, and Relevant You can
strengthen your character using magic or other items, which make you smarter. When not in battle, you can use the power of your items to pay the "credit" to your Castle-Dwellers. The strength and intelligence of your Castle-Dwellers are relevant. The domain where you can enhance your skills is determined according to the Arena that you participate in. TRIBAL UNION
RACE AND WARS OF ESTATES: THOUSAND AND ONE RUNAWAY ◆ The myth of the broken world The concept of Estates was born in the myth of the broken world, a tale told by the Ancients who had been living in the land before the creation of the world. The Ancients, descendants of the legendary heroes who once existed, were able to bring life to the planet. However,

instead of establishing a civilization together, they divided the planet into Estates with a system of permanent conflict, and ended up having each of their lands become independant. ■ Concept ◆ FEATURE Culture and Magic The game of fantasy RPG with action elements. As you

Features Key:
A Vast World ~150 km are spread out the Lands Between - a never-ending countryside for fans of massive open worlds! A vast world that is easy to become immersed in detail.

Create Your Own Character ~Create your own character by choosing one of four races (Maven, Dullahan, Tarnished, and Jade) and over 30 classes. Delve into the world of series favorite KADEN where "you can freely combine weapons, armor, and magic that you equip."
Experience Something Beyond Your Expectations ~In addition to the main scenario, several powerful side events appear in the game (in which some characters are soloable). You will also discover various hidden elements in the world. If you want to experience the game content that isn't one of the main quests, you should choose the Side Quests option when

you select your game type. We hope that you enjoy these extra amounts of content!
Get a Free Item Box A box of exclusive Items waiting for you in your inventory after you complete your First Quest

A Powerful MMO System! ~ In addition to enjoying the many different Quests, you can enjoy a PvP battle in the BATTLE TONIC system. The BATTLE TONIC system allows you to enjoy online battles using up to 12 players. Fight against other players using various weapons and armor. Earn rewards and have fun with friends!

SYSTEM DETAILS:

Windows version
Official DL version
English version
Languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese

Minimum system requirements
CPU: AMD Athlon ≥2.1GHz
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